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Sage TimeSheet

Automate Time and Expense Tracking for Project-Oriented Businesses

Sage TimeSheet is a project-oriented time and expense tracking solution—ideal for businesses 
that need to track projects electronically and collect data on the actual time spent and the 
expenses incurred on each task. Along with seamless integration with Project Accounting, 
Sage TimeSheet adds sophisticated time data collection to all major financial, project 
management, and payroll systems.

Easy to install and administer, this comprehensive solution for internal or remote workgroups 
of any size helps track time and expenses by many user-defined levels, including resource, 
customer, project, phase, and individual task. Sage TimeSheet supports a robust approval 
mechanism that allows organizations to configure an approval process that matches 
their internal procedures and policies. Plus, Sage TimeSheet is easily adaptable to any 
organization’s project structure and workflow.

For over a decade, thousands of organizations have relied on Sage TimeSheet as their time- 
tracking software to provide up-to-the-minute analysis on project budget costs, estimated 
time to completion, and resources. By enhancing the Project Accounting solution with the 
capabilities of Sage TimeSheet, customers can improve billing cycles, increase cash flow, 
and streamline expense reimbursement by leveraging automated Accounts Receivable and 
Accounts Payable invoicing generation facilities.

B E N E F I T S

•  Improve project profitability and 
increase the accuracy of project 
budgeting, scheduling, and billing.

•  Fast entry of timesheet and expense 
data with an intuitive spreadsheet-style 
interface.

•  Save time by automating billing and 
expense reimbursement.

•  Flexibility to use PC and web browser 
deployment.

•  Robust workflow approval processes 
with email notification.

•  Powerful reporting and analysis for 
more accurate planning and resource 
utilization.

S A G E  5 0 0  E R P 
S O L U T I O N S

•  Financials and Project Accounting

•  Manufacturing and Distribution

•  CRM and E-Business

•  Human Resources and Payroll

•  Customization and Integration

•  Business Intelligence


